Values shown are nominal and not to be used for installation purposes. See product specification for installation requirements.

1. Additional height options available upon request. (8'-6" h shown)

2. Matrix Rail quantity configurations:
   - 8'-6" 11/3 rail
   - 10'-6" 11/3 rail & 12'-6" 11/4 rail

3. See Matrix specification for standard list of architectural mesh filler options

4. 11/2" I-beam used for 8'-6", 10'-6" & 12'-6" heights

NOTES

Matrix Grid Filler options define the level of security for the fence system. Filler options can increase delay time and the level of visibility. Available fillers are as follows: 3-Kspan (expanded metal), WireMesh (welded wire), and 32-gauge (braided wire).

Matrix ForeRunner Grid Channel provides a secure and simplistic installation of multiple infill materials. The channel cover plate retains the infill material while creating foot traffic, for added security.

Matrix I-beams are not only designed as structural framework but also to be leveraged as a necessary for IDS, conduit, low voltage wiring, and/or anti-ram capabilities.

Matrix Rail heights are not only designed as structural framework but also to be leveraged as a necessary for IDS, conduit, low voltage wiring, and/or anti-ram capabilities.